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Controlling the Flow of 
Your Program5

Control structures allow a programmer to define how and 
when certain statements will be executed.  In other words, if 
certain conditions are met, specified behaviors will result.

Chapter 5



Chapter 5 Topics:
What you will learn in this chapter:
 How to determine if a certain condition is met.
 How to control what a Java program does and when it 

should to it.
 How to use loops in Java to repeat an action.
 How to determine which control structure to use.



Comparisons Using Operators 
and Methods   page 130

 Two types of control operators that are used 
frequently in control structures:

Logical

 The syntax for operators will differ whether the 
data type is primitive or composite:

Comparative



Comparing Primitive Data Types 
with Comparison Operators  page 130

 Control Operators for Primitive Data Types:
Operator Java Syntax English Equivalent

Equality x == y
x != y

Is x equal to y?
Is x not equal to y?

Relational x < y
x <=y
x > y
x >= y

Is x less than y?
Is x less than or equal to y?
Is x greater than y?
Is x greater than or equal to y?

Logical AND (&&) :   x && y
OR  (| |)       :   x | | y
NOT (!)       :   !x

Are x and y both true?
Is x, y or both true?
Is x false?

Comparative



Comparing Primitive Data Types 
with Comparison Operators  page 130

 Local operators are specific to Booleans (True or 
False).

 They are used to combine or negate ore or more 
conditions.

 There are three logical operators:

AND (&&) OR (| |) NOT (!)



Comparing Primitive Data Types 
with Comparison Operators  page 130

 If two ore more Boolean operands are joined using 
the AND operator, all must be evaluate to true for 
the overall express to evaluate to true

AND (&&) Operator

X Y X && Y
TRUE TRUE True  AND True = TRUE
TRUE FALSE True  AND  False = FALSE
FALSE TRUE False  AND  True = FALSE
FALSE FALSE False  AND  False = FALSE



Comparing Primitive Data Types 
with Comparison Operators  page 130

 If two ore more Boolean operands are joined using 
the OR operator, at least one of them must evaluate 
to true in order for the overall expression to 
evaluate to true

X Y X | | Y
TRUE TRUE True  OR True = TRUE
TRUE FALSE True  OR False = TRUE
FALSE TRUE False  OR  True = TRUE
FALSE FALSE False  OR  False = FALSE

OR (| |) Operator



Comparing Primitive Data Types 
with Comparison Operators  page 131

 If the NOT operator precedes a Boolean operand 
that evaluates to true, the overall expression will 
evaluate to false and vice versa.

 It evaluates as the opposite expression.

NOT (!) Operator

X ! X
TRUE ! TRUE = FALSE
FALSE ! FALSE = TRUE



Understanding Language 
Control page 135

 This section explores how comparison operators 
and methods can be used in Java control structures

 These structures include:

If-then

For LoopWhile Loop

Switches



Creating if-then Statements
page 135

 The most fundamental control structure is an if-
then statement.

 The most basic syntax is as follows:
if (condition ) {
/* then execute these 

statements */
}

 If a condition is met, then execute a piece of code 
between the curly brackets.

 Otherwise, the program will not execute the 
statements and continue just after the last curly 
bracket. 



Creating if-then Statements
page 136

 Example: If the variable accountBalance is greater 
than 100, then output a notification of “Safe 
balance”.

 If the accountBalance is not greater than 100, 
nothing happens



Creating if-then Statements
page 136

 The basic if-then statement can also be extended 
with the keyword else. 

 This provides an alternative set of statements to be 
executed if the condition is not true

 Example



Creating if-then Statements
page 136

 The else keyword can also be followed by a second 
if statement, which is then evaluated only if the 
first condition is true

 Example



Nesting if-then Statements
page 137

 Control structures, such as if-then statements, can 
also be nested. This concept looks something like 
the following:

Nested if-then Statement



Nesting if-then Statements
page 137

 This could also be accomplished using the Boolean 
operators:

Boolean Operator



Creating Loops
page 138

 Loops are control structures that cycle through a 
section of code as long as some condition is met.

 This allows for repetitive execution without 
repetitive coding.

 It reduces the redundancy which improves the 
maintainability of code.

For Loop While Loop



Creating Loops
page 138

 A for loop executes a block of code over a range 
of values.

 An index keeps track of the loop
 The standard syntax for a for loop is as follows:

For Loop

for (/*Initialization*/; /* Termination */; /*Increment*/) {
/ * execute these statements */

}



Creating Loops
page 138

 A for loop executes a block of code over a range 
of values.

 An index keeps track of the loop
 The standard syntax for a for loop is as follows:

For Loop

for (/*Initialization*/; /* Termination */; /*Increment*/) {
/ * execute these statements */

}



Creating Loops
page 138

 The for loops requires three parts:
1. Initialization declares the index variable for the loop 

and it’s starting value (i.e int i = 0)
2. Termination specifies a stopping criteria or maximum 

value for the index variable
3. Increment indicates how the index variable sould

change after each iteration (i.e. i++ - meaning that the 
value of i wil crease y each loop)

for (/*Initialization*/; /* Termination */; /*Increment*/) {
/ * execute these statements */

}



Creating Loops
page 138

 The for loops requires three parts:
1. Initialization declares the index variable for the loop 

and it’s starting value (i.e int i = 0)
2. Termination specifies a stopping criteria or maximum 

value for the index variable
3. Increment indicates how the index variable sould

change after each iteration (i.e. i++ - meaning that the 
value of i wil crease y each loop)

for (/*Initialization*/; /* Termination */; /*Increment*/) {
/ * execute these statements */

}



Creating Loops
page 138

 Example: You would like to calculate the average 
sales per staff member for each month and the total 
annual sales for the year using For Loops:



Creating Loops
page 141

 Try It Out: Your first for Loop



Creating Loops
page 143

 What is an Enhanced for Loop?
 This loop is an alternative form specifically for arrays 

and iterable objects.
 The enhanced for loops uses an iterator which is the 

same type as the elements in the array.
 Example:



Creating Loops
page 138

 A while loop executes a block of code on a certain 
condition.

 When the execution of a program reaches a while 
loop, it will first check if the conditional 
expression evaluates to true.

 The standard syntax for a while loop is as follows:
while (/ * conditional expression */) {

/ * execute thee statements */
}

While Loop



Creating Loops
page 150

 Example of while loop:



Creating Loops
page 141

 Try It Out: Your First while Loop



Creating Loops
page 143

 What is an do while Loop?
 A do while loop first executes the statements within the 

loop and then checks the conditional expression to see if 
the loop should repeat

 The standard syntax for a do while loop is as follows:

do {/ * execute thee statements */
} while (/ * conditional expression */) 



Creating Loops
page 153

 Try It Out: Your first do while Loop



Comparing for and while 
Loops page 156

 In general, keep in mind the following points:
 If you are iterating over a collection, consider a 

for loop first.
 If you know the number of loops in advance, consider 

a for loop
 If you do not know the number of iterations, but the 

number will depend on a certain condition, consider a 
while loop first.

For Loop While Loop



Creating Switches
page 156

 A switch statement evaluates a single variable and 
depending on its value, executes a certain block of 
code.

 The syntax of is as follows: The 3 keywords in the 
syntax- case, break and default

Switches

switch (/ * variable */) {
case 1: / * execute thee statements */; break;
case 2: / * execute thee statements */; break;
default: / * execute thee statements */; 

}



Creating Switches
page 156

 The switch checks the value of the variable for a 
match in one the cases.  

 If they are equal, the statements in that case will be 
executed.

 Cases are evaluated sequentially, the statements that 
follow the : for that cases will be executed.

switch (/ * variable */) {
case 1: / * execute thee statements */; break;
case 2: / * execute thee statements */; break;
default: / * execute thee statements */; 

}



Creating Switches
page 156



 Try It Out: Creating a switch

Creating Switches
page 160



Comparing Switches and if-
then Statements  page 161

 In general, keep in mind the following points:
 If you have a single variable that can take multiple 

values, a switch might be suitable.
 If you have multiple variables or conditions to 

consider, you will probably need an if-then statement.
 If the value you are considering can have a finite 

number of values, consider using a switch
 If the variable can take any value within a continuous 

rang of numbers, consider an if-then statement

If-then Switches



Reviewing Keywords for 
Control page 162

KEYWORD ASSOCIATED CONTROL STRUCTURES
for for loop and Enhanced for loop
while while loop and do while loop
do do while loop
if if-then statement
else if-then statement
switch switch statement
case switch statement
default switch statement
break General use
continue General use
return General use



Reviewing Control Structues 
page 168

 Two types of control operators that are used 
frequently in control structures

 Types of controls structures include:

If-then

For LoopWhile Loop

Switches

Comparative Logical


